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Hj great general when, with superior forces, he finally broke the enemy
i

I resistance all along the line, then Grant, who won over General Lee
H with superior forces after a similar battering-ra-m campaign, was not
B a great general.
H As Schley remarked, after the battle in which his fleet an- -

m nihilated the squadron of Cervera, "there is glory enough for all."
M There is danger that the controversy will cause regrettable ill
m feeling among the allies. The British, however, may not argue at all.
fl' They may simply assume that they won the war and rest placidly con- -
H tent in the sunny beams of their own halo.

r Only a student of history can estimate accurately the share the
B British had in the victory of Waterloo. By assuming the predominant
m role the British have had their predominance in that victory conceded,
W although about two-thir- ds of Wellington's men were Hollanders and
B Belgians, not to mention Blucher's army at all. Another factor has
M contributed to the popular view. The greatness of Wellington, whom
B historians have been fond of comparing with his still greater oppon--

m ent, has necessarily given the battle an overshadowingly British
H character.
1 Perhaps the best way to describe America's share in the winning
B of the war is to say that its contribution of force spanned the gap be- -

m twcen defeat and victory.
HUH J j i !

H THE NEW FORM OF WARFARE.

H fpHERE is truth in the German complaint that the treaty presented

H X to the Hun government by the allies is an instrument for war
B and not for peace. If it is, who is to blame?
H After signing the armistice Germany, instead of showing a sincere

H desire for peace, adopted the principle of "divide and conquer." Never

H openly, but always secretly, the Huns sought for means of crippling

H their foe. They continued to foster the Bolshevik movement in

B - Russia while fighting to crush it at home. German propaganda has
m backed, and there are signs that German gold has continued to finance

H Bolshevism in Great Britain, France, Italy and the United States.
m An examination of the radical and Bolshevik publications in the

H United States shows that at least one of them is still pro-Germ- an and
i still engaged in trying to create feuds among the American people.

B In a recent issue it proposed William Hale Thompson, the pro-Germ- an

1 mayor of Chicago, for president of the United States.
H It may be that the Germans have decided to continue the war by
m economic and political conspiracies. It was a powerful means of
B weakening the allies during the combat at arms. It is a species of jiu
m jitsu by which an entente country may be led to trip itself into a fatal

'

H What is in the German heart is disclosed by one of the German
1 government's notes to the council of four in Paris. This note suggests
M that the allies replace the labor provisions of the treaty with the labor
M program of the socialistic Berne convention and stresses the point
M that Germany has already applied this program universally to labor in
M Germany.

H Here is a palpable attempt to divide the allies. The Berlin gov- -

H ernment sees that there is a chance to win sympathy among the
H socialists of France, Italy and Great Britain. It would have the dis- -

H satisfied elements in these countries fight the German battle that is

H to say, keep up the war for Germany.
H In our own country there is a well-defin- suspicion that Ger- -

H many is still at the root of the industrial unrest and that the I. W. W.
H are in receipt of German gold as they were beyond all question during
H the war. By causing strikes and ruining properties in enemy lands
HL the Germans will serve a commercial as well as political purpose.
H In fact, Germany may be developing a new form of warfare.
Ht The use of gold by one nation to disrupt another nation is as old

as nations. Philip of Macedon employed gold ingeniously to create in
H Athens a party of traitors that worked through political channels to
H" bring about the downfall of the Athenian state and thus pave the
Hj way for his rule. During the late war Germany organized a world-- H

wide system of violence and propaganda that was new in the sense
H that nothing of its magnitude and complexity ever had been attempted
H before. Such a system it could carry on a warfare somewhat after the

manner of the Chinese Six companies. It would become the world's
greatest highbinder. "
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When, therefore, Germany files a brief complaining that the
treaty is an instrumentality for war she does not come into court with
clean hands. Behind the scenes Germany has been continuing the
war. ffl

It is unlikely that the socialistic plot will meet with much success
in this country, but it may have a influence for unrest
and disruption in France and Italy, where the working class is wedded
to radical socialism. ' '

The labor program incorporated in the peace treaty was a triumph
for American labor, which has been more consistently free from the
socialistic taint than labor anywhere else in the world. This was but a
normal result of American character and institutions. Individualisrii,
a sturdy independence, personal initiative and free institutions had
much to do with preventing the development in this country of

which was, and is, a peculiarly Germanic affair. w
The weakness of the German appeal to class hatred and the clasS

struggle lies in the fact that the new Hun government is hypocritical.
While pretending to favor radical labor doctrines it is fighting to
stamp out Bolshevism. It wants Bolshevism for the rest of the world,
but not for Germany. And this is quite in accord with German prec-
edents of cunning. Before and during the war Germany fomented
militarism at home and pacifism abroad.

As near as we can interpret the consensus of opinion Chicago
elected the best man it had when it elected Thompson,4 but that is not
saying much for the "sixth German city."
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An eastern periodical has an article headed : "Turning Weeds Into
Wool." Some of the new suits seem to be made out of material that
was used before the process of turning was completed.

It looks as if the Irish delegation will learn enough in Paris so
that the Irish in the United States can vote the Republican ticket "in
a body. '
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There are men who used to complain about being bottled up at
home who now feel bad if they are not bottled up at home.

vr f t

The town went dry, and now that laundry prices have been raised
again it looks as if the town would go dirty.

The latest constitutional amendment has increased the water
power of the United States.
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The only difference between war and peace seems to be the re-

moval of the western front.

It is said that the soldiers are returning to us from the trenches
"wet."

,

A headline reads : "The Germans are in Paris." Not as startling
as it might have been.

-

Lectures on the Browning gun have replaced 'lectures on the
Browning poetry. -

We like the rock sound of that new nickname for the American
army Amaroc.
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The Hungarian'workmen now look like millionaires, feel like mil-

lionaires and are brpke. s $)
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The names of the mutinous American soldiers at Archangel should
be published.

When the nation goes dry many a man will find his home just like
a club.


